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Improving the 30P(p,γ )31S rate in oxygen-neon novae: Constraints on Jπ values for
proton-threshold states in 31S
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Calculation of the thermonuclear 30P(p,γ )31S rate in oxygen-neon nova explosions depends critically upon
nuclear structure information for states within ∼600 keV of the 30P + p threshold in 31S. We have studied
the 31P(3He,t)31S reaction at 25 MeV using a high-resolution quadrupole-dipole-dipole-dipole magnetic
spectrograph. Tritons corresponding to the states Ex(31S) ∼ 6.1–7.1 MeV were observed at ten angles between
θlab = 10◦ and 55◦. States that were only tentatively identified in past studies have been observed unambiguously.
For the first time, we have measured and analyzed angular distributions of the 31P(3He,t)31S reaction. We
present, also for the first time, a consistent set of experimental spin constraints for all except one of the critical
proton-threshold states in 31S. Hydrodynamic nova simulations have been calculated in order to assess the impact
on nova nucleosynthesis of remaining uncertainties in J π values of 31S states and the unknown relevant proton
spectroscopic factors. We find that these uncertainties may lead to a factor of up to 20 variation in the 30P(p,γ )31S
rate over typical nova peak temperatures, which may then lead to a factor of up to 4 variation in the nova yields
of Si-Ar isotopes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Most of the thermonuclear reaction rates thought to be
involved in classical nova explosions are constrained by exper-
imental measurements [1,2]. This situation allows for rather
precise statements to be made about which nuclear physics
measurements are still necessary to improve the input to nova
models, so as to better facilitate the quantitative comparison of
observations to model predictions. Sensitivity studies that ex-
amine the specific impact of current experimental uncertainties
in different reaction rates on nova nucleosynthesis predictions
are particularly useful in guiding experimental work. For
nucleosynthesis in oxygen-neon (ONe) nova explosions, three
reactions have been expressly noted with rate uncertainties
that have the most significant impact on model predictions: the
18F(p,α)15O, 25Al(p,γ )26Si, and 30P(p,γ )31S reactions [3,4].

The 30P(p,γ )31S reaction drives the nuclear activity in ONe
novae toward the heaviest species that can be produced in
these phenomena (up to ≈Ca, in agreement with spectroscopic
observations of nova ejecta), and its rate therefore affects
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abundance predictions for these nuclei. In the postprocessing
sensitivity study of Iliadis et al. (2002) [5], variations in their
adopted 30P(p,γ )31S rate (derived from statistical model cal-
culations) by a factor of 100 modified nova model abundance
predictions of multiple isotopes within A = 30–38 by at least
a factor of 2 (relative to calculations with their standard rate).
Similarly, in the study of José et al. (2001) [6], reduction
of their 30P(p,γ )31S rate (also based upon statistical model
calculations) by a factor of 100 within a self-consistent one-
dimensional (1D) hydrodynamic model dramatically changed
abundances within A = 30–38 by factors of 2–10. Such
effects have consequences not only for the interpretation of
observations of nova ejecta, but also for the possible nova
paternity of presolar grains. Such grains are identified through
the measurement of isotopic ratios with values characteristic of
nova nucleosynthesis. Of particular relevance here is the large
(relative to solar) 30Si/28Si ratio expected for grains originating
from environments surrounding ONe novae [7]. This ratio is
sensitive to the competition between the rate of 30P β+ decay
(t1/2 = 2.5 min, to 30Si) and that of the 30P(p,γ )31S reaction.

Direct measurement of the 30P(p,γ )31S reaction [Q =
6130.9(4) keV [8,9]] at energies relevant for ONe nova
explosions (Tpeak = 0.2 − 0.4 GK) is not yet possible due
to the lack of sufficiently intense radioactive 30P beams.
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Indirect methods must therefore be exploited: nuclear structure
information is required for states within ∼600 keV of the
30P + p threshold in 31S. Under the assumption of narrow,
isolated resonances, the resonant rate 〈σv〉 of the 30P(p,γ )31S
reaction can be calculated (in cm3 s−1 mol−1) as [10]

NA〈σv〉 = 1.5399 × 1011(µT9)−3/2
∑

i

(ωγ )i

× exp(−11.605ER,i/T9), (1)

where NA is the Avogadro constant, T9 is the temperature in
GK, µ is the reduced mass of the 30P + p system in u, and the
ER,i are resonance energies in MeV. The resonance strength
(ωγ ) [in MeV in Eq. (1)] can be expressed as

(ωγ ) = 2JR + 1

(2Jp + 1)(2Jt + 1)

�p�γ

�
, (2)

where JR , Jp (=1/2), and Jt (=1) are the spins of the resonance
in 31S, the proton, and 30P (ground state), respectively. The
total width of a resonance � is the sum of the proton and γ -ray
partial widths (�p and �γ , respectively) for 31S states relevant
to nucleosynthesis in ONe novae. The sum in Eq. (1) allows
for the contributions of all resonant states through which the
reaction may proceed at the temperature of interest.

There has been significant recent activity concentrated on
determining the structure of 31S above the 30P + p threshold
precisely [11–17]; a number of states have been identified
and some spin-parity assignments have been made. No exper-
imental information is available on (p,γ ) resonance strengths
(or partial widths) for states below Ex(31S) = 6.7 MeV.
Thermonuclear 30P(p,γ )31S rates over nova temperatures have
been calculated in the past [13–16] using tentative 31P-31S
mirror assignments, shell-model calculations, and/or educated
guesses to estimate the unknown partial widths. For example,
the proton partial width �p in Eq. (2) can be estimated via [10]

�p = 2h̄2

µa2
PlC

2Slθ
2
sp,l , (3)

where µ is the reduced mass of the 30P + p system, a is the
interaction radius [ = 1.25×(11/3 + 301/3) fm], Pl is the pene-
trability of the Coulomb and centrifugal barrier for transferred
orbital angular momentum l, C is an isospin Clebsch-Gordan
coefficient, S is a single-particle spectroscopic factor, and θ2

sp,l

is the dimensionless single-particle reduced width. Note that
the spin-parity of a resonance will enter in the rate calculation
explicitly [through JR in Eq. (2)] and implicitly [via Pl , C2Sl ,
and θ2

sp,l in Eq. (3)].
Spin-parity values have been determined experimen-

tally for only six of the 13 known states in 31S within
600 keV of the proton threshold. Moreover, a measurement
with superior energy resolution 	E may help to identify addi-
tional states or confirm unambiguously the existence of states
only suggested in previous studies (e.g., Refs. [11,14–16] with
	E ≈ 25–80 keV). To address these issues and improve
calculations of the thermonuclear 30P(p,γ )31S rate in nova
explosions, we performed a high-resolution study of the
31P(3He,t)31S reaction, measuring 31S excitation energies and

angular distributions. Using our results, we then calculated
a new 30P(p,γ ) rate and performed new hydrodynamic nova
simulations to assess the need for additional measurements of
Jπ values for proton-threshold states in 31S.

II. EXPERIMENT

The 31P(3He,t)31S reaction was measured at the Maier-
Leibnitz-Laboratorium (MLL) in Garching, Germany over a
total period of 6 days. A 25-MeV beam of 3He2+ ions at I =
500–600 nA was delivered by the electron cyclotron resonance
(ECR)-like ion source [18] and the MP tandem accelerator
to the target position of a quadrupole-dipole-dipole-dipole
(Q3D) magnetic spectrograph [19]. Phosphorous targets were
prepared at the Technische Universität München using the
evaporation method discussed in Ref. [20]: a 26 µg/cm2 layer
of 31P was deposited onto a natural carbon foil (10 µg/cm2)
that had been floated onto an aluminum frame. We also used
self-supporting natural carbon (18 µg/cm2) and aluminum
(25 µg/cm2) foil targets to characterize any background and
calibrate the focal plane of the spectrograph, respectively. The
rectangular entrance aperture to the spectrograph was opened
to either 7.0 or 14.3 msr and the beam current was integrated
using a Faraday cup at 0◦. Light reaction products were
momentum analyzed by the Q3D spectrograph and focused
onto a multiwire, gas-filled proportional counter backed by a
scintillator [21]. Two-dimensional histograms combining two
of particle position, energy loss, and residual energy in the
focal-plane detector were then produced. Tritons were clearly
identified through the sorting of this data offline through
software gates, and triton spectra of focal-plane position
were then plotted. The 31P(3He,t) reaction was measured at
spectrograph angles of 10.0◦, 12.4◦, 14.9◦, 17.5◦, 22.9◦, 25.0◦,
29.0◦, 31.8◦, 40.0◦, and 55.1◦ (corresponding to angles over
which distinct angular distributions were expected according
to preliminary calculations). At any one angle, states in 31S
between Ex ∼ 6.1–7.1 MeV were observed. Tritons from the
12C(3He,t) and 16O(3He,t) reactions were excluded from the
detector by virtue of their Q values, and through kinematic
analysis it was determined that background due to (3He,t)
reactions on other possible target contaminants was negligible.

III. DATA AND ANALYSIS

Figure 1 shows triton spectra at spectrograph angles of 10◦
and 17.5◦, for the narrow aperture setting (7.0 msr). These
spectra were analyzed using least-squares fits of multiple
Gaussian or exponentially modified Gaussian functions with
a constant background. Consistent excitation energies were
determined using each of these prescriptions. Peak widths were
fixed to ≈12 keV full width at half maximum (FWHM) based
on fits of isolated peaks in these spectra.

The focal plane was calibrated at each measurement angle
using well-resolved, known states in 27Si populated by the
27Al(3He,t) reaction, with 6.6 < Ex(27Si) < 7.6 MeV. For
most of these states in 27Si, 	Ex ≈ 3 keV [22]; for the
three highest-energy states (at Ex(27Si) = 7469, 7531, and
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FIG. 1. Focal-plane triton spectra from the 31P(3He,t)31S reaction
at 25 MeV, d
 = 7.0 msr, and (a) θlab = 10◦, (b) θlab = 17.5◦.
Excitation energies are labeled in keV. These spectra have been
adjusted relative to one another in channel number to align common
states.

7590 keV), 	Ex ≈ 0.7 keV [23]. Second-degree polynomial
least-squares fits of triton radius-of-curvature ρ to focal-plane
position were obtained at each angle using this information,
and these fits were then used to determine excitation energies
for states in 31S populated via the 31P(3He,t) reaction. Table I
lists excitation energies from the present work, along with
uncertainties due to counting statistics and reproducibility
among angles. Each energy from the present work is averaged
over at least three angles—the exact number of angles
depended upon the magnetic-field setting of the spectrograph
during a measurement at a particular angle, the requirement
that a 31S state lie within a region spanned wholly by 27Si
calibration peaks, and the ability to cleanly resolve a 31S
state at a particular angle. In addition, we note a systematic
uncertainty of ±3 keV due to uncertainty in the beam
energy (	Ebeam ≈ 1 part in 10 000), and uncertainty in the
relative Al and P target thicknesses (each target thickness
is known to ∼10%). Uncertainty in the relative Q value of
the 27Al(3He,t) and 31P(3He,t) reactions is not significant
here largely due to a new measurement of the 31S mass [8]
(the relevant masses are now known to better than 0.3 keV
[8,9]).

Figure 2 shows triton angular distributions populating
states in 31S, fit using calculations from the finite-range
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FIG. 2. Triton angular distributions measured with the 31P(3He,t)
31S reaction at 25 MeV. Curves calculated with the finite-range,
coupled-reaction channels code FRESCO [24] have been fit to the data.
Each panel (a)–(n) is labeled with the excitation energy (in keV) of
the relevant state in 31S and the J π value of the calculation that best
fits the data.

coupled-reaction channels code FRESCO [24]. An angular
distribution analysis was only attempted for states clearly
observed over at least five angles. The (3He,t) charge-exchange
reaction has been treated as a two-step (sequential) single-
nucleon transfer reaction via the intermediate 32S + d channel
(which dominates over the intermediate 30P + α channel).
The shapes of the angular distributions calculated in this
manner are similar to those from the one-step process [25,26].
The optical model parameters for the calculation were taken
from Ref. [27] for the 3He + nucleus potential, and from
Ref. [28] for the deuteron, where the (3He,d) reaction had
been studied at the same beam energy of 25 MeV. The
triton optical model parameters were calculated using global
parameter scaling formulas [29]. The depth of the proton
and neutron binding potentials were adjusted to reproduce
the respective separation energies. Tests with a modified
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TABLE I. Nuclear structure of 31S above the 30P + p threshold [Sp = 6130.9(4) keV [8,9]]. Excitation energies are given
in keV with uncertainties due to statistics and reproducibility. In addition, a ±3 keV uncertainty arises from systematic
uncertainties (see text); the good agreement between energies from the present work and those from past work indicate that
the systematic uncertainty may be overestimated. Only J π values based upon experimental data are listed and adopted here
(e.g., values based upon tentative mirror assignments from past studies are not included).

Endt [22] (3He,α) [11] (β+ν) [12] (20Ne, nγ ) [13] (p,d) [14] (3He,t) [15,16] (3He,t) Present Adopted

6134(2) 6136(1) 6135.6(9)
9/2 9/2

6155(10) 6160.2(7) 6160(3) 6160(1) 6160.1(6)
5/2− 5/2 5/2-

6267(10) 6257(5) 6267(5) 6259(2) 6260(1) 6260.0(9)
1/2+ 1/2+ 1/2+ 1/2+ 1/2+

6268(10) 6280(2) 6283(2) 6284(1) 6283.2(8)
3/2+ 3/2+ 3/2+ 3/2+

6327(2) 6329(1) 6328.6(9)
1/2+ 1/2+

6350(11) 6357(2) 6356(1) 6356.1(9)
3/2+ 3/2+

6376.9(5) a 6378(1) 6377.1(4)
9/2− 9/2 9/2−

6393(5) 6393.7(5) a 6395(2) 6393.8(5)
11/2+ 11/2+

6396(10) 6411(9) 6401(3) 6403(2) 6402.2(16)
6543(11) 6546(15) 6543(2) 6543(1) 6543.0(9)

(7/2,9/2) (7/2,9/2)
[6593(15)] 6585(2) 6586(1) 6585.8(9)

7/2 7/2
6628(13) 6636.3(15) 6639(3) 6637(1) 6636.9(8)

9/2− 9/2 9/2−

6712(11) 6720(2) 6720(1) 6719.9(9)
(1/2+–9/2−) 5/2 5/2

6748(10) 6749(2) 6749(1) 6749.0(9)
(7/2−, 9/2−) 3/2+ 3/2+

6796(25) 6796(25)
6835(9) 6833.4(3) 6848(9) 6836(2)b 6835(1) 6833.6(3)

11/2− (1/2+ − 9/2−) 11/2 11/2−

6870(10) 6872(2) 6870(1) 6870.4(9)
�1/2− 11/2 11/2

6921(25) 6921(15) 6939(3) 6936(2) 6936.7(17)
(1/2 − 5/2)+ (1/2 − 5/2)+

6996(15) 6966(5) 6961(3) 6958(2) 6959.6(16)
1/2+ (1/2+ − 9/2−) 1/2+

[6975(3)] 6971(2) 6972.2(17)
7039(10) 7033(5) 7012(16) 7044(6) 7036(2)b 7030(2) 7033.5(13)
(3/2, 5/2)+ (3/2, 5/2)+ (1/2, 3/2, 5/2)+ 5/2+ (1/2, 3/2, 5/2)+

[7053(2)] 7049(2) 7051.0(14)

aObserved but energy not measured.
bListed as a doublet.

triton potential showed that the influence of this parameter
on the shapes of the angular distributions is not significant.
The first step of the reaction was fixed to the experimental
single-nucleon transfer data of Ref. [28]. In addition to the
states which were strongly populated in the (3He,d) reaction,
negative-parity states in 32S were also included in the coupling
scheme.

The assignment of spin and parity to the final states in
31S is based primarily upon how fast the 31P(3He,t) cross

section drops with increasing scattering angle. The identifi-
cation of 1/2+ and 3/2+ states is straightforward due to the
characteristic shapes of these angular distributions. The large
number of possible couplings makes it difficult to distinguish
between positive and negative parity for higher spins. Given
these considerations, we suppress the parity designations in
Table I for 31S states with J > 3/2 (although in Fig. 2 the
specific curves that gave the best fits to the measured angular
distributions are included for completeness).
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FIG. 3. Partial focal-plane triton spectrum from the 31P(3He,t)
31S reaction at 25 MeV, d
 = 14.3 msr, and θlab = 25◦. Excita-
tion energies are labeled in keV. The 6403 keV state suggested
from a previous lower-resolution study of this reaction [15] is
evident.

IV. DISCUSSION

Results from the present work are compared, in Table I,
with recent studies of the structure of 31S above the proton
threshold. Overall, the 31S excitation energies extracted from
the present study are in good agreement with previous studies,
in particular, with a recent study of this same reaction [15,16].
The impact of the superior energy resolution of the Q3D
spectrograph is apparent, e.g., from a comparison between
our Fig. 1 (	E ≈ 12 keV) and Fig. 1 in Ref. [15] (	E ≈
25 keV). We clearly observe states at 6403 keV (see Fig. 3),
6936, 6958, 6971, 7030, and 7049 keV which had not been
resolved previously (but had been identified through analysis
[15,16]). We find no evidence for a doublet at 6835 keV nor
at 7030 keV, and, as all recent studies, we do not observe
a state at 6796 keV. For the state at 6835 keV, a doublet
was assumed in Ref. [16] to reconcile the detection of a
proton branch from a state at this energy [populated through
31P(3He,t)], as well as the presence of a known high-spin
state (Jπ = 11/2−) at 6833.4(3) keV [13]. We find that the
state we observe is consistent with J = 11/2 character, and
consequently, we remove the designation of a doublet at this
energy in Table I. It is somewhat difficult to identify the two
states we observe for Ex>7 MeV with corresponding states
(and Jπ constraints) from previous studies. It seems clear that
there are two or three levels between 7.00 and 7.05 MeV; in
the “adopted” column of Table I, we have chosen to list two
levels in this energy region.

The Jπ values we find from our angular distributions
are also in good agreement with previous experimental
determinations (see Table I). However, the assignment of
mirror states between the nuclei 31S and 31P [16] is further
complicated because of our new Jπ constraints, and new
states in 31P seem necessary for a cogent scheme. Experimental
constraints on Jπ values are now available for all 31S states
within 600 keV of the 30P + p threshold except the 6403 keV
state.

We use this new information to calculate a thermonuclear
30P(p,γ )31S rate applicable over temperatures encountered in
ONe nova explosions. Given that no measurements exist for
(p,γ ) resonance strengths or partial widths for any 31S states
below 6.7 MeV, our main intent here is to examine the effect
of the remaining uncertainties in the Jπ values of these states.
We consider 16 states in 31S between the proton threshold and
6.9 MeV for these calculations (not including the 6796 keV
state). Resonance energies were calculated using the adopted
excitation energies of Table I and the 30P(p,γ )31S Q value
of 6130.9(4) keV [8,9]. For the four highest-energy states
at 6720, 6749, 6834, and 6870 keV, we use the measured
proton branching ratios of Ref. [16]. We determine a “low”
rate assuming the 6402, 6543, and 6586 keV states have
Jπ = {7/2+, 9/2+, 7/2−} (and therefore lmin = {2, 4, 3})
and a “high” rate assuming these three states have Jπ =
{5/2−, 7/2+, 7/2+} (and therefore lmin = {1, 2, 2}). Note that
the above Jπ assignments for the 6402 keV state are somewhat
arbitrary since no experimental information is available for
the Jπ of this state (see Table I). For this sensitivity test,
however, we simply rely on constraints from possible 31P
mirror levels for this state (but see below). The 6136 keV state
is assumed to be 9/2−, though its contribution to the total rate
is negligible at nova temperatures. We treat the Jπ = 1/2+,
6260 keV state in the same manner as Ref. [13], where both
l = 0 and l = 2 contributions are considered (along with shell
model calculations for the associated spectroscopic factors).

To demonstrate the uncertainty inherent to calculations of
the 30P(p,γ )31S rate, we use a Monte Carlo treatment following
the prescription of Ref. [2]. This is useful in particular to
account for the unknown proton spectroscopic factors [see
Eq. (3)] and γ -ray partial widths involved (as well as the
uncertainties in the four measured proton branching ratios of
Ref. [16], and in all resonance energies). To calculate the
proton partial widths, we use Eq. (3) with Porter-Thomas
probability density distributions for the dimensionless reduced
widths θ2

p = C2Sθ2
sp. The mean value of θ2

p was set to 0.0045
as this seems to best describe experimental dimensionless
reduced widths determined for unbound states over the A =
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FIG. 4. Ratios of the “high” (upper solid line) and “low” (lower
solid line) 30P(p,γ )31S reaction rates from the present work (see text)
and the rates of Wrede et al. (2009) [16], Ma et al. (2007) [14], and
Jenkins et al. (2006) [13] to the statistical-model rate [31] used in the
nova models of José et al. (2001) [6].
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24–40 mass range (see Fig. 4 of Ref. [2]). The upper limits
for these distributions were found individually for each state
using C2S = 1 along with calculations from Ref. [30] for the
dimensionless single-particle reduced widths θ2

sp. For the un-
known γ -ray partial widths, a reasonable statistical treatment
is currently unavailable. The uncertainty distribution of γ -ray
partial widths is, however, less critical for calculating reaction
rates using unbound states just above the proton threshold
[2]. We have used log-normal probability distributions with
mean values of �γ = 0.15 eV [13] and standard deviations
corresponding to 50% of this mean value.

Figure 4 shows our high and low 30P(p,γ )31S thermonuclear
rates normalized to the statistical-model rate [31] used in the
nova models of José et al. (2001) [6]. Several details should
be noted given that a Monte Carlo treatment has been used
to calculate these rates. For a given temperature, the median
low (high) rate would correspond to the 0.50 quantile of the
cumulative distribution of low (high) rates. In Fig. 4, though,
for each temperature we have chosen to show the 0.16 quantile
of the low rates and the 0.84 quantile of the high rates.
(We also use these rates for the nova calculations discussed
below, and will refer to them as the “low” and “high” rates,
respectively.) The distributions of low rates and high rates
intersect substantially as a function of temperature because of
the unknown proton spectroscopic factors. Over 0.1–0.4 GK,
the ratio between the 0.16 quantile of the high rates and the
0.16 quantile of the low rates is ≈3; the ratio between the 0.84
quantile of the high rates and the 0.84 quantile of the low rates
is ≈2. For example, at T = 0.25 GK, the 0.16 quantile of the
low rates is 4.6 × 10−5 cm3 s−1 mol−1, the median low rate is
1.6 × 10−4 cm3 s−1 mol−1, and the 0.84 quantile of the low
rates is at 4.8 × 10−4 cm3 s−1 mol−1. The 0.16 quantile of
the high rates at 0.25 GK is at 1.0 × 10−4 cm3 s−1 mol−1, the
median high rate is 2.9 × 10−4 cm3 s−1 mol−1, and the 0.84
quantile of the high rates is at 6.9 × 10−4 cm3 s−1 mol−1. For
more details, see Ref. [2].

Also shown in Fig. 4 are the rates of Wrede et al. (2009)
[16], Ma et al. (2007) [14], and Jenkins et al. (2006) [13]
normalized to the rate used in Ref. [6]. Note that if we assume
the direct proton capture S factor at zero bombarding energy
as SDC(0) = 91.2 keV b (from an average of measured SDC(0)
values around 30P [1]), the direct-capture component of this
rate is negligible below 0.04 GK. The rates of Refs. [13] and
[14] did not include the contribution of states in 31S that were
subsequently observed by Wrede et al. [15,16] and in the
present work. The rate from Ref. [16] is within a factor of
≈2 of the statistical-model rate for the temperatures shown in
Fig. 4. Note an error in Fig. 9 of Ref. [16]: above ≈2 GK, the
comparison made in that plot between different 30P(p,γ )31S
rates is not completely valid as a stellar enhancement factor
(SEF) was included for the statistical model rate but not the
other rates shown in that plot. This is not a problem here (e.g.,
for our Fig. 4) as we are only interested in the 30P(p,γ ) rate
(and consequences of this rate) at temperatures below ≈0.4 GK
(over which the SEF = 1 [32]). We do remark, however, that
the statistical model rate is stated to be most accurate only for
temperatures not significantly below ≈0.24 GK [32].

First, and perhaps most relevant to the present study, is the
large spread between our high and low 30P(p,γ ) rates; this

can be attributed directly to the uncertainties in the exact Jπ

values of the 6402, 6543, and 6586 keV states in 31S and
to the unknown proton spectroscopic factors (as discussed
above). Between T = 0.07 and 0.4 GK, the ratio between
the high and low rates varies between a factor of 2 and
a factor of 20 (the latter at T = 0.3 GK). The dominant
contributions to the high rate are from the l = 0 component
of the 129 keV resonance (Ex = 6260 keV) between 0.03 and
0.08 GK, the 196 and 225 keV (l = 0, Ex = 6329 keV; l =
0, Ex = 6356 keV) resonances from 0.08 to 0.15 GK, the
225 keV resonance from 0.15 to 0.3 GK, and the 271 keV
(assumed l = 1, Ex = 6402 keV) resonance from 0.3 GK
to 0.5 GK. For the low rate, the dominant contributions are
similar at low temperatures with the l = 0 component of the
129 keV resonance dominating below 0.08 GK, and the 196
and 225 keV resonances contributing roughly equally between
0.08 and 0.15 GK. In this case, though, the 225 keV (l = 0)
resonance alone dominates the rate between 0.15 and 0.5 GK
(recall that the 271 keV resonance is assigned with l = 2 for the
low rate calculations). The clear influence of the (unknown)
Jπ value of the 6402 keV state on the overall 30P(p,γ ) rate is
evident here from the above comparison of the role it plays in
the high and low rates. For example, if we had assumed this
state as l = 0 (rather than l = 1) for the high rate calculation,
it would become a still more dominant contributor around the
highest temperatures achieved in ONe nova explosions (T =
0.3–0.4 GK), increasing the overall rate further.

Since our high and low rates arise from a Monte Carlo
treatment and the rate from Ref. [16] does not, it is difficult
to compare these rates directly. To facilitate this, we have
recalculated the rate of Wrede et al. [16] using the same
assumptions for l transfer in that study (which are, in general,
different from the values we use for our high and low rates), but
now with the Monte Carlo treatment discussed above for the
unknown spectroscopic factors and γ -ray partial widths. To
illustrate the effects, we examine two particular temperatures.
At T = 0.15 GK, our low (high) rate is factor of 3.1 lower
(3.4 higher) than the published Wrede et al. rate. But the re-
calculated Wrede et al. rate is a factor of 5.3 lower than the
published Wrede et al. rate at this temperature. Therefore, the
different assumptions in Jπ values for our rates and the Wrede
et al. rate account for a factor of 5.3/3.1 = 1.7 enhancement
(comparing our low rate to the recalculated Wrede et al. rate)
and a factor of 3.4 × 5.3 = 18 enhancement (comparing our
high rate to the recalculated Wrede et al. rate). At T = 0.35 GK,
the recalculated Wrede et al. rate is a factor of 4.0 lower than
the published Wrede et al. rate. With similar considerations
as above, the different assumptions in Jπ values for our rates
and the Wrede et al. rate account for a factor of 7.3 reduction
(comparing our low rate to the recalculated Wrede et al. rate)
and a factor of 2.0 enhancement (comparing our high rate to
the recalculated Wrede et al. rate).

Given the large differences between our new rates and the
rate used in the nova models of José et al. (2001) [6], we
have performed a new set of hydrodynamic nova simulations
to explore the corresponding impact on nucleosynthesis in
classical nova explosions. We have used SHIVA, a one-
dimensional (spherically symmetric), hydrodynamic, implicit,
Lagrangian code used extensively in the modeling of novae
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TABLE II. Mean composition of nova ejecta (in mass fractions,
for Si-Ca isotopes) from models of nova explosions on 1.35M� ONe
white dwarfs. The only difference between models A, B and C is the
30P(p,γ )31S rate used (the “low” and “high” rates are from the present
work, see text and Fig. 4).

Model

Isotope A (SMOKER [31]) B (low) C (high)

30Si 1.15 × 10−2 5.71 × 10−2 1.40 × 10−2

31P 9.16 × 10−3 4.68 × 10−3 9.69 × 10−3

32S 5.56 × 10−2 1.97 × 10−2 5.30 × 10−2

33S 8.53 × 10−4 2.52 × 10−4 7.92 × 10−4

34S 3.87 × 10−4 1.12 × 10−4 3.57 × 10−4

35Cl 4.11 × 10−4 1.20 × 10−4 3.78 × 10−4

36Ar 5.49 × 10−5 1.71 × 10−5 5.05 × 10−5

37Cl 1.51 × 10−4 6.90 × 10−5 1.42 × 10−4

38Ar 2.46 × 10−5 1.90 × 10−5 2.40 × 10−5

39K 5.95 × 10−6 6.08 × 10−6 5.96 × 10−6

40Ca 3.06 × 10−5 3.06 × 10−5 3.06 × 10−5

41K 1.97 × 10−9 2.17 × 10−9 1.99 × 10−9

[33] and type I x-ray bursts [34], and have computed three
different models of nova outbursts, with identical input physics
except for the specific choice of the 30P(p,γ )31S rate adopted.
Model A uses the SMOKER rate [31], as in the models of
Ref. [6], and models B and C use the low and high rates
from the present work (Fig. 4), respectively. In all three cases,
we have assumed accretion of solar-like matter (preenriched
with 50% of white dwarf core material to mimic the mixing
processes acting at the core-envelope interface [6]) at a rate of
Ṁacc = 2 × 10−10M� yr−1 onto a 1.35M� ONe white dwarf.
As expected, whereas no differences are found in the dynamics
of the explosion for the three models computed [since the
30P(p,γ )31S reaction is not a major contributor to the energy
production], significant differences in the mean chemical
composition of the ejected envelope are found. As shown
in Table II, the main differences between models B and C
are restricted to the Si-Ar mass region. (models A and C
give similar results.) The ratio between the mean 32,33,34S,
35Cl, and 36Ar yields obtained in models C and B is ≈3
while the change in 31P and 37Cl is somewhat lower (ratios
≈2). Note also the large reduction (by a factor of 4) in the
final 30Si yield due to the high 30P(p,γ ) rate of model C.
Resolving these differences between model predictions is
clearly important for the quantitative comparison of nova
yields, inferred theoretically and observationally, in the Si-Ar
mass region. As well, presolar nova grains likely condensed
in the ejecta from massive ONe white dwarfs are usually
identified by large 30Si/28Si excesses with respect to the solar
ratio [7]. Whereas a low 30P + p rate favors the β+ decay
of 30P into 30Si, a larger rate will efficiently destroy 30P and
would imply a dramatic decrease in the final 30Si content (e.g.,
the results of model C), hence questioning the nova paternity
of these meteoritic grains. It is therefore crucial to reduce
the uncertainty associated with the rate of the 30P(p,γ )31S
reaction.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Through a high-resolution study of the 31P(3He,t)31S
reaction over Ex(31S) = 6.1–7.1 MeV, we have confirmed
previous states and have clearly observed six states that had
been discovered (some only tentatively) previously using
lower-resolution data. For the first time we have measured
31P(3He,t) angular distributions for proton-threshold states in
31S; calculations using a sequential transfer mechanism via
the 32S + d channel yield reasonable fits to the data. With this
information, experimental Jπ assignments or constraints are
now available for all 31S states between the proton threshold
and Ex = 6.7 MeV except one (the 6402 keV state). Given
the lack of experimental resonance strength (or partial width)
measurements for these low-energy states, this is critical
information needed to determine the key 30P(p,γ )31S rate in
classical nova explosions.

We have also explored the astrophysical impact of remain-
ing uncertainties in the Jπ values of the 6402, 6543, and
6586 keV states in 31S and the unknown proton spectroscopic
factors. The 30P(p,γ )31S rate may vary by as much as a
factor of 20 over typical nova peak temperatures due to these
uncertainties. In turn, our simulations of novae on massive
ONe white dwarfs demonstrate that these uncertainties may
affect nova yields of Si-Ar isotopes by as much as a factor of
4. One must be careful with the interpretation of these results
given the total lack of experimental partial widths and/or
proton spectroscopic factors for states most relevant to the
calculation of this rate over nova temperatures. Nonetheless,
until direct measurements are possible, it is important to
identify and minimize all uncertainties involved in current
calculations of this rate as much as possible. Additional
measurements are therefore required to determine these Jπ

values exactly (and confirm the other assignments from the
present and previous studies). Indeed, such experiments are
already underway [35] and we reserve the tabulation of a new
30P(p,γ )31S rate until these results are available. Finally, we
stress the need to develop high-intensity radioactive beams
of 30P (>106 ions s−1 [36]) to measure the 30P(p,γ )31S
reaction directly at astrophysical energies relevant to nova
explosions.
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